Recent Acquisitions & Special Offers
Secondhand Sets / Texts & Treatises - January 2015
1. American Law of Mining. Second Edition. Edited by the Rocky Mountain Mineral Law Foundation. LexisNexis. 6 Volumes.
Looseleaf format. Complete set current through release 49/August 2013. Ex-private law firm library with location labels at foot of
spines, else very good. Publisher's Price $1,342. Special $395.
* Provides in-depth treatment of all aspects of mining law, including: federal lands and mineral leases; mining claims; Indian and state mineral
interests, including Alaskan minerals; creation and transfer of mineral interests and title examination; ancillary use and water rights; organization and
financing of mining operations; private leases and acquisitions; joint exploration and development; income and production taxation; environmental
regulation; administrative practice; mining and milling operations and Canadian mining law.

2. Banking Law Digest. James H. Pannabecker. LexisNexis A.S. Pratt. 4 Volumes. Looseleaf format. Current through Release
15/October 2014 [with] September 2014 CD-ROM at front cover of Volume 1. Ex-private law firm library with location labels at foot
of spines, else very good. Publisher's Price $623. Special $195.
* Summarizes leading federal and state court decisions in the law of banking, including: Commercial paper; Deposits and collections; Secured lending;
Bankruptcy; and Real estate loans.

3. [Unfair Competition]. Callmann on Unfair Competition Trademarks and Monopolies. Louis Altman and Rudolf Callmann.
Thomson West. 10 Volumes. Looseleaf format. Complete set current through 2011-2 Cumulative Supplement. Ex-corporate law
library, very good. Publisher's Price $4,697. Special $295.
* Provides a comprehensive analysis of the law of unfair competition as it relates to trademarks (registrability and infringement), passing-off, trade
secrets, misappropriations, price discrimination, predatory pricing, and monopolies. Coverage also includes suggestions for protection against unfair
competition, and acquisition, transfer, and abandonment. Other topics include government and business competition, interference with a
competitor's contractual rights and bargaining possibilities, interference by trade boycott and marketing restrictions, unlawful exploitation of
competitor's effort, confusing similarity, patent misuse, and covenants not to compete.

4. Civil Rights Actions. LexisNexis. 7 Volumes. Looseleaf format. Current through release 51/June 2011. Ex-library with location
labels at base of spine, small labels on front covers, very good. Publisher's Price $2,492. Special $295.
* Provides a comprehensive, up-to-date treatise that analyzes every aspect of civil rights for background, insight, and perspective. You'll find broad
coverage as well as case-critical information, from statutes that Congress enacted in the late 1950's to the latest developments in civil rights legislation.
Learn from the author's discussion of absolute and qualified immunity, the relationship between state and federal courts, and the procedural
framework of civil rights actions, as well as coverage of such specific areas as: The Americans with Disabilities Act; Employment discrimination; Age
discrimination; Privacy issues; Property rights; Fair housing; Prisoners' rights; Voting rights.

5. [Securities Law Series]. Disclosure and Remedies Under the Securities Laws. Securities Law Series Vols. 5, 5A, 5B, 5C,
5D, 5E and 5F. Arnold S. Jacobs. Thomson West. 7 Volumes. Looseleaf format. Current through release 47/September 2013. Exprivate law library with location labels at foot of spines, else very good. Publisher's Price $4,929. Special $795.
* Provides advice on how to prevent fraud in securities transactions and address pending litigation. This treatise covers the six major types of fraud
within Rule 10b-5. Discusses the practical application of the rule, offers litigation insights, and analyzes relevant related statutes and case law. For
example, use the discussion of tests for determining whether a statement contains a misrepresentation or an omission of a material fact to advise
issuers or broker-dealer clients on reducing potential 10b-5 liabilities and pitfalls.

6. [Securities Law]. Exempted Transactions Under the Securities Act of 1933. J. William Hicks. Thomson Reuters. 3 Vols. (Vols.
7, 7A and 7B, Securities Law Series). Complete set, current through release 45/December 2012. Ex-private law library with location
labels at base of spine, very good condition. Publisher's Price $4,743. Special $295.
* Provides guidance to issuers, affiliates, underwriters and broker-dealers with detailed treatment of all statutory and regulatory foundations of the
exemptions. Shows you how to use transactional exemptions to your clients' advantage and provide guidance to issuers, affiliates, underwriters, and
broker-dealers on the statutory and regulatory foundations of the exemptions. Learn how each exemption is used and interpreted, how exemption
provisions or rules compare with other exemptions, and how exemptions square with the disclosure philosophy underlying the Securities Act.

7. Federal Bank Holding Company Law. Third Edition. Melanie Fein. Law Journal Press. 1 Volume. Looseleaf format. ISBN:
9781588521774. Current through Release 5/June 2014. Ex-private law firm library with location label at foot of spine, else very good.
Publisher's Price $415. Special $95.
* Features close examination of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act and its impact on bank holding and other
companies subject to bank holding company regulation. Major additions include new chapters on financial holding companies, savings and loan
holding companies, and nonbank financial companies.
The book continues to provide in-depth coverage of the entire framework of bank holding company law, including current legislative and regulatory
developments and the latest Federal Reserve Board orders and interpretive letters.
For timely, expert guidance on this critically important and evolving area of law, lawyers and banking professionals need look no further.

8. Federal Jury Practice and Instructions Fifth and Sixth Edition. Kevin F. O'Malley; Jay E. Grenig; William C. Lee. Thomson
West. 9 Vols. Vols. 1 to 3C, in 9 books. Current through August 2014 pocket part supplements [with] softbound 2014 Tables and
Index. Set Contains Sixth edition vols. 1, 1A, 2, 2A, 2B, 3, 3A, 3B, Fifth edition vol. 3C. Ex-private law library without stamps. Very
good condition. Publisher's Price $1,259. Special $395.
* Provides authoritative, comprehensive discussion of federal jury trials, significant statutory developments that impact federal jury instructions,
Extensive annotations of the latest federal cases, A Table of Statutes, a Table of Cases, and a complete Subject Matter Index.

9. Fletcher Corporation Forms Annotated. Thomson West. Vols. 1 to 13 5th ed.; Vols. 1C to 6A Pt. 2 4th ed.. Complete set in 38
books, current through March 2013 pocket part supplements, with 1 volume softbound 2013 General Index. Together 39 books. Exprivate law firm library with location labels at foot of spines, and card pocket on inside front covers, else very good. Publisher's Price
$5,520. Special $895.
* Covers all aspects of corporate law, such as pre-incorporation contracts; bylaws; organization of corporation; corporate financing; directors and
meetings; consolidations and mergers; foreign, nonprofit, nonstock, cooperative, or insolvent and financially embarrassed corporations; business
(Massachusetts) trusts; equipment trusts; rolling stock agreements; plus acknowledgements, affidavits, certificates and other miscellaneous forms
relating to corporations. Cross-references to Fletcher Cyclopedia Corporation for more detailed explanations. Includes general checklists and practice
tips.

10. Fletcher's Cyclopedia of Corporations. Thomson West. Vols. 1 to 19, in 34 hardcover books; with 1 Finding Aids binder,
together 35 books. Complete set, current through August/September 2013-2014 Cumulative pocket part supplements. Ex-library with
stamps and location labels at foot of spines, else very good. Publisher's Price $7,534. Special $1,495.
* Regarded by attorneys and judges as the authoritative treatise on national corporation law for nearly a century, this multi-volume set provides
comprehensive coverage of state and federal corporate law. It analyzes the entire range of legal issues facing a corporation during the its life cycle and
includes references to relevant federal and state case law and statutes. The information is arranged in a variety of ways to help pinpoint the exact
subject matter being researched. It also includes cross-references to Fletcher Corporation Forms Annotated. Provides guidance in such areas as
corporate meetings and elections, contracts, transfer of property, franchises, injunctions, monopolies, insolvency, foreign corporations or any other
aspect of corporate law.

11. [Uniform Commercial Code]. Forms and Procedures Under the UCC. Frederick M. Hart. LexisNexis. 8 Volumes. Looseleaf
format. Current through release 77/October 2010. Ex-private law firm library with spine labels, very good. Publisher's Price $2,380.
Special $50.
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* Provides complete guidance and procedural analysis regarding both the mechanics of completing UCC related forms and the substantive law
connected with those forms. It is an invaluable resource for the practitioner, containing forms consistent with the requirements and terminology of
the Code, as well as commentary and primary source materials. Basic forms are featured by Article, and are varied by alternative and optional clauses.
Commentary is structured around the forms, and explains when, how and why the form should be used as well as the substantive results of their use.

12. Handling Consumer Credit Cases, 3d ed. John R. Fonseca. Thomson West. 2 Volumes. Hardcover. Current through 2013
supplements. Ex-private law firm library with location labels at foot of spines, else very good. Publisher's Price $812. $95.
* Provides a transactional approach to the law and explains the impact of each law as it affects consumer credit. It contains the history of new and
revised credit statutes and regulations, as well as official text and in-depth analyses of developing consumer credit areas. Topics covered include:
Truth-in-lending; Consumer leasing; Electronic funds transfers; Fair Debt Collection Practices Act litigation; Credit cards; Default; Repossession;
Foreclosure; Deficiency; Garnishment; Equal Credit Opportunity Act; Fair Credit Reporting Act; Fair Credit and Charge Card Disclosure Act of
1988.

13. [Securities Law]. Insider Trading: Regulation, Enforcement and Prevention. Donald C. Langevoort. Thomson Reuters. 2
Vols. Securities Law Series Volumes 18 and 18A. Looseleaf format. Current through release 11/April 2013. Ex-private law firm library
with location labels at foot of spines, else very good. Publisher's Price $728. Special $150.
* This work helps determine which activities constitute insider trading and what the consequences are. Includes the source of the prohibition against
insider trading, the evolution of the law, the abstain or disclose obligation of corporate insiders, tipper and tippee liability, material nonpublic
information, the misappropriation theory, trading on information regarding a tender offer, and the "gray areas" of insider trading liability.

14. Insurance Claims and Disputes. Representation of Insurance Companies and Insureds. Sixth Edition. Allan D. Windt.
Thomson West, April 2013. 3 Volumes. Looseleaf format. Ex-private law firm library with stamps and location labels at foot of spines,
else very good. Publisher's Price $510. Special $195.
* Cited by the courts as persuasive authority on virtually every significant insurance coverage and bad faith issue, Insurance Claims and Disputes:
Representation of Insurance Companies and Insureds is a complete treatment and update of all legal aspects of insurance claims. It is exhaustive,
comprehensive, and offers practical tips for your practice. Thousands of attorneys and insurance professionals have made this book a bestseller.
There is a scholarly analysis of the conflicting judicial opinions on an issue. In addition, the author provides ideas, tactics and strategies that can be
used to maximize your client's position, avoid bad faith, and create extra-contractual opportunities.

15. Lindey on Entertainment, Publishing and the Arts: Agreements and the Law. Third Edition. Alexander Lindey; Michael
Landau. Thomson West. 9 Volumes. Looseleaf format. Current through release 28/November 2013. Ex-library with location labels at
base of spines, else very good condition. Publisher's Price $2,294. Special $495.
* Provides comprehensive coverage of entertainment law and all areas of mass communications and the arts. Provides state-of-the-art forms with
expert drafting advice and commentary to guide you through key contractual phases of business dealings. Provides practice-tested agreements and
clauses for developing solid contracts. Covers sound recordings, computer software, music video programming, motion pictures, books, magazines,
plays, mass media, artwork, photographs, advertising, publicity, merchandising, agency agreements, granting of rights, photocopying, and computers.
Examines statutory changes, case law, and development of legal doctrines and the classic cases that helped establish those doctrines.

16. [Intellectual Property]. Milgrim on Licensing. Roger M. Milgrim. LexisNexis. 4 Volumes. Looseleaf format. Complete set,
current through Release 38/October 2013. Ex-private law firm library with location labels at foot of spine, very good. Publisher's Price
$1,066. Special $295.
* Provides a comprehensive guide to licensing transactions in every substantive area of intellectual property. It provides practical advice and guidance
on drafting individual clauses as well as complete agreements. It devotes one entire volume to sample forms. The strategy behind using particular
language when drafting an agreement is discussed, and the discussion of individual clauses contains citations for many key points. It examines
complex or hybrid licenses that cover more than one aspect of IP in the same license. It also examines the role of bankruptcy when licensing
agreements are involved. Invaluable to both licensor and licensee attorneys, it is the most comprehensive resource on the subject.
Key coverage includes: Licensing characteristics of patents, trade secrets, trademarks and copyrights; Licensing of multiple intellectual property;
Antitrust considerations; The effects of NAFTA on licensing; Drafting and sample contract clauses.
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17. Milgrim on Trade Secrets. Roger M. Milgrim. LexisNexis. 4 Vols. Looseleaf format. Current through Release 103/September
2013. Ex-library with small barcode labels on rear covers and location labels at foot of spines, else very good. Publisher's Price $2,691.
Special $495.
* This is the Book that is cited as the authority in countless trade secret cases. This set covers protection by contract and by operation of law,
substantive and procedural problems of litigation, taxation and antitrust issues related to trade secrets, the effect of the employer-employee
relationship on trade secrets, and the relationship between trade secrets and other areas of intellectual property.

18. New York Forms Legal and Business. Thomson West. 23 Volumes. Hardcover. Lacking one (1) 2014 revised volume, else
current through 2013-2014 supplements issued Sept. 2013 with 2013-2014 Softbound General Index. Together 24 books. Ex-private
library without stamps, very good. Publisher's Price $4,188. Special $795.
* Practice-oriented forms for New York legal and business transactions, keyed to the substantive law, integrating legal and form-drafting principles,
including tax aspects, with cases, statutes, regulations, and checklists. Provides forms for: Real Property; Leases; Consumer Protection; Contracts Building Construction, Employment, Compromise, Settlement etc.; Personal Property; Business Enterprises; Assignments; Estate Planning; Family
Law; Non-Profit Organizations and the Uniform Commercial Code.

19. [Eminent Domain]. Nichols on Eminent Domain, Revised 3rd edition. Philips Nichols; Julius Sackman et al. LexisNexis. 18
Vols. Looseleaf format. Vols. 1 to 10, with General Index and Table of Cases. Complete set, current through release no. 114/July 2014.
Ex-library with small barcode labels on rear covers and location labels at foot of spines, else very good. Publisher's Price $6,265.
Special $1,295.
* The Most Authoritative Resource in the Field and the only combined treatise and practice guide encompassing all topics in the field of eminent
domain for all jurisdictions. This treatise discusses the origin, characteristics, nature and extent of the power of eminent domain; valuation and
damages; preparation of claims and negotiations; and the passing of ownership and the nature of the title acquired. Provides all pro or con arguments
that can be raised to influence valuation, including: market values; damages; proposed use; amount of award; income; improvements; sales and offers.

20. Nimmer on Copyright. Melville B. Nimmer; David Nimmer. LexisNexis. 11 Vols. Looseleaf format. Current through release
93/May 2014. Ex-library with small barcode labels on rear covers and location labels at base of spine, else very good. Publishers Price
$3,087. Special $995.
* Cited in more court opinions than any other treatise on the subject of U.S. copyright law this work contains analysis of modern U.S. copyright law,
interpretation of all provisions of the Copyright Act, all significant copyright law decisions incorporated into the text, a collection of model litigation
and transactional documents, and insight into the guidelines that courts look for when deciding open questions of law and suggested lines of
argument.

21. Patents Throughout the World. Henry Teegarden. Thomson West. 2 volumes. Looseleaf format. Current through Release
33/November 2013. Ex-private law firm library with location labels at the foot of spines, else very good condition. Publisher's Price
$1,066. Special $250.
* Provides concise, current information ensuring that no area of concern is overlooked in securing and maintaining patent protection, or in answering
a question about an existing arrangement. Each section of the text serves as a fundamental checklist of steps that must be considered in the particular
country covered. Experts from around the world have contributed advice and information to this work, which covers more than 160 countries and
territories. Divided into Digests, summarizing significant features of laws; Tables, showing how patents are obtained in various countries;
Conventions, containing text and summaries of important international patent agreements; and a Professional Directory for referrals.

22. [Real Property]. Powell on Real Property. General Editor Michael Allan Wolf; Revisions by Contributing Practitioners and
Professors of Law from Across the Nation; Originally by Richard R. Powell. LexisNexis. 17 Vols. Looseleaf format. Complete set
current through Release 121/Dec. 2007. Ex-library, with stamps and location labels at foot of spines, small labels on front covers, else
very good. Publishers Price $4,952. Special $495.
* Cited More Than Any Other Treatise on Real Property Law. Provides practice guides in: landlord and tenant, acquisition and financing, liens and
encumbrances, covenants, easements and licenses condominiums, cooperatives, homeowner association developments, and timesharing
arrangements, land use planning and regulation, torts involving real estate, federal tax issues affecting real estate and trusts that involve real estate.
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23. [Damages]. Recovery of Damages for Bad Faith. Fifth Edition. John C. McCarthy. Lawpress. 2 Volumes. Hardcover. Current
through 2012 pocket part supplements. Ex-library with location labels at foot of spines, else very good. Publisher's Price $325. Special
$95.
* Provides summaries and analyses of every state and federal insurance bad faith decision to date and features how-to-do-it practice coverage of
methods and strategies used by top specialists to thwart defenses and maximize awards. Both direct coverage and excess liability cases are covered in
depth. Explains how to recover compensatory and punitive damages in both first-party and third-party insurance actions
organizes, sets forth, and analyzes relevant cases and statutes in every jurisdiction; Details effective methods for evaluating and investigating bad faith
cases; Provides step-by-step guidance in preparing and managing a successful action to recover damages
shows how to prove - and how NOT to prove - bad faith; Gives accepted methods and techniques for calculating compensatory and punitive
damages.

24. Regulation of Investment Companies. Thomas P. Lemke; Thomas A. Smith III; et al. LexisNexis. 3 Volumes. Looseleaf
format. Current through release 34/September 2013. Ex-private law firm library with location labels at foot of spines, else very good.
Publisher's Price $1,064. Special $195.
* A comprehensive practitioner's guide to one of the most complex and rapidly growing areas of law--the regulation of mutual funds and other types
of investment companies. Includes: Section-by-section Analysis of the Investment Company Act of 1940 and its Rules; Comprehensive Discussion of
Mutual Fund Advertising Requirements; Practical Advice on Understanding the Most Critical Compliance Issues of the Day
Coverage of Current "Hot" Topics; and full Text of the 1940 Act and Rules Promulgated Thereunder.

25. Securities Regulation Fourth Edition. Louis Loss; Joel Seligman and Troy Paredes. Wolters Kluwer/Aspen Law & Business.
Vols. I-X; Vol. XI 2013-2 Tables Index; [with] 2013 bound supplement volume. Together 12 books. ISBN-13: 9780316533430. Exprivate law library with location labels at foot of spines, else very good. Publisher's Price $2,725. Special $995.
* The classic treatise on the subject by Louis Loss, the most distinguished authority on American securities regulation, and Joel Seligman, one of the
leading scholars of the younger generation. Continues to be the leading authority on all of today's issues, with detailed coverage of: The SarbanesOxley Act; The SEC's disclosure requirements; Internet securities trading; Margin accounts; The SEC's safe harbor initiatives; SRO voting rights
standards; Regulation FD and selective disclosure of material non-public information; SEC amendments to the tender offer, proxy, and merger rules;
Arbitrability of securities disputes, and much more.
Provides treatment of both express and implied liabilities with clearly written explanations of the organization and procedure of the SEC. Also
covers civil liability, statute of limitations, SEC administrative law, and international aspects.

26. [California]. Summary of California Law, 10th ed. (Witkin Library). B.E. Witkin and Members of the Witkin Legal Institute.
Thomson West. Vols. 1-14, hardcover; vols. 15-16, 2014 softbound Tables and Index vols. Together 16 vols. Complete set, current
through May 2014 pocket part supplements. Ex-private law firm library with labels at base of spines, very good. Publisher's Price
$2,569. Special $695.
* Provides a concise statement and critical examination of every major substantive subject of California statutory and decisional law. It includes
coverage of federal constitutional law and many specialty subjects not ordinarily considered within general titles. The best precedents from other
states and the federal system are cited to extend sources of law beyond California's boundaries.

27. Trademarks Throughout the World. Fifth Edition. Anne-Laure Covin and International Contributors. Thomson West. 3
Volumes. Looseleaf format. Current through release 21/November 2013. Ex-private law firm library with location labels at foot of
spines, else very good. Publisher's Price $933. Special $195.
* Compiles all international trademark data into one location. Summarizes the significant features of trademark laws from more than 180 countries
and jurisdictions. Compiled by trademark experts worldwide, it gives you authoritative answers to questions such as: Is a certain type of trademark
registerable in a particular country? Can you file an opposition against an application to register a trademark? Must you use a trademark to maintain a
registration's validity? Do provisions exist in a country's law where an injured party may cancel a trademark's registration?

28. United States Patents Quarterly [1st]. Washington: Bureau of National Affairs. Vols. 1 to 231 (1929-1986). Complete set.
[with] U.S.P.Q. Cumulative Index Digest. Vols. 1-231, in 20 books.
Together 251 books. Ex-private law library with stamps and location labels at foot of spines else very good condition. Publisher's Price
$3,636. Special $1,095.
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* Premier research tool on Intellectual Property law and indispensable in a patent library. Unique in that it prints many "manuscript" decisions which
are nowhere else published. These Patent Office decisions are not printed in the Commissioner's decisions, but are often referred to by the examiners.
The publisher is permanently out-of-print of 17 volumes of this title.

29. United States Patent Quarterly 2d. Vols. 1 to 108 (1987-2013)
[with] United States Patent Quarterly 2d. Annual Digest. Vols. 1 to 104 (1997 to 2012), 26 softbound volumes. Together 134
books. Ex-library with stamps and location labels at foot of spines, else very good. Publisher's Price $5,695. Special $2,795.
* Premier research tool on Intellectual Property law and indispensable in a patent library. Unique in that it prints many "manuscript" decisions which
are nowhere else published. These Patent Office decisions are not printed in the Commissioner's decisions, but are often referred to by the examiners.

30. United States Supreme Court Digest, Lawyer's Edition 2d. LexisNexis. Vols. 1 to 22, in 37 books, current through December
2008 supplements. Lacking volume 21 (Court Rules - U.S. Court of Appeals). Ex-library without stamps or marks, very good condition.
Publisher's Price $3,235. Special $195.
* Organizes the case law of the United States Supreme Court from 1790 to 2008, alphabetically with headnotes arranged under modern titles of law. It
also includes a Table of Cases, which lists alphabetically all decisions, specifying Digest sections where headnotes are located.
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